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Vicky and James
Here is your

Thankyou for coming to us for a Catalyst meeting.
We have compliled all the information discussed and 
have put this into a report on the following pages. This

includes everything discussed, your wishes, ideas, suppliers 
recommended and general thoughts. Also, an assessment of where 

we can go from here and how we can further help you.

Becky and Jay 
24th - 25th July 2015
The Catalyst

Budget: £????

Suppliers  Company     Quote  Accʼted Paid 
Venue   The Old Rectory     £      
Marquee   The Old Rectory     £     
Catering   The Old Rectory     £   
Flowers   The Flower House    £
Photographer  Lifeline Photography    £   
Transport   Falcon Wedding Cars    £  
Band    TBA       £   
Afternoon Tea  The Old Rectory     £
Cake    The Art of Cake     £ 
Hair    Noble Hair      £
Make-Up   Grace Benson     £ 

        SUBTOTAL  £

Bridesmaids:  3  Flower girls: 4
Guest Numbers:  25th -80 people  26th - 60 people  (approx)

Catering:
The Old Rectory are going to put on the canapes and a three course sit down meal for the celebrations on the 25th from 6-8.
An afternoon tea will be served for other friends/family members at The Old Rectory on the 26th. Followed by a bbq
in the courtyard from 7pm.

Stationery:
You like the idea of a Penguin Classic style invite. You like the art deco, vintage poster style. Need to think about how many
elements the invites will require due to the celebrations being split over 2 days- will some be invited to one but not the other or
are all guests free to choose which part of the celebrations they join in with. Will need these options to be clear on the invites.

Flowers:
Kim at The Flower House is doing the flowers. You have talked with her about the flowers on cake-stands and tea cups as 
the table centrepieces. You would like peonies in the bouquet and other floral decorations.

Furniture/Layout:
You have yet to decide whether long or round tables would be best- advised that we assess this on a venue recce.

Band:
You would like to find a swing band for the 26th that would play the sort of music to suit the type of atmosphere you want
to create. Venue recce- assess where the band would be placed and the space/layout
First dance- The Way you Look Tonight.

Next Steps:  Research nearby hotels- ideally one location that can accommodate the majority of wedding guests
    Talk to Clare at House Meadow regarding wet weather backup- the barn?
    Arrange a meeting with Frida and Sophia

    

Styling:

Colours is something that you are still not decided on other than the teal. Coral as a second colour was discussed and yellow 
was mentioned too.

As far as a theme, you would like it to be relaxed and welcoming with the guests feeling at home in the venue. Elegant, creative,
low-key and relaxed were the keywords that you picked out on your questionnaire. Vintage retro/retro vintage was a base
for a lot of your decorative ideas. This is quite a broad umbrella term for styling these days so it will be a case of fine-tuning
that and achieving your very own version of retro, taking inspiration from some of the things you are passionate about: your 
joint love of history and travelling to play a part in the day, as well as literature, owls, Shakespeare and of course, Shih Tzus :)

Favours- You would like to offer favours. Have discussed the favours doubling up as name places. Mentioned luggage tags.

Inside marquee- Decoration for inside the marquee was not discussed at Catalyst meeting

Inside the venue: Decoration inside the venue is something you are quite keen on. You would like to achieve a real house-party
atmosphere with different areas for different guests/ social activities. Working with the style of the venue as it is and the
decor that is already in place, we can help you to make it a personal space and offer your guests some interesting and
intriguing elements.

CORALTEAL DAISY
YELLOW

I hope that this helps to summarise where you are at the moment and what we discussed at our meeting.
We would LOVE to keep working with you on your wedding and help you to really keep bringing the ideas to life. Please

get in touch with us if you would like to move on to The Sparks package. The next step would be to arrange a 
venue recce and then go from there with the ideas stage, thinking first about confirming colour scheme and looking

into the stationery and ʻbranding .̓

Hope to hear from you

Jenny and Leanne
x

www.bellabooandbeau.co.uk

weddingstylist@bellabooandbeau.co.uk

01797 225566  |  07912 760044  |  01797 280875

This is your Sparks Report. It is a collection of all the ideas and concepts that have been covered during this stage. 
Please read through and either print off and make comments and post it back to me or use it as a digital form in 
Acrobat, placing ticks in the boxes and writing comments as you please. You can then just email this back to me.
After this point, any ideas you wish to carry out will be drawn up in a quote and then it is up to you if you wish to 
stick with us for The Creation.
If you do wish to carry forward then we will be in a better place to quote for The Creation after receiving this 
completed form back from you. Also, please have a think about your budget for expenses and materials- any cost 
of materials and/or external suppliers will be in addition to our quote and will be managed by us but no purchas-
es will be made before consulting with you.
Many thanks, Jen x



Vicky & James 24.07.15

Colours & Textures

Coral  Sagey/mint     Cream           Taupe    Pale Peach

Old books      Blackboard     Map Prints         Birds   

Teal       Soft Coral          Pale Grey   Silver leaf
The top colours are ones that you liked 
from a pin. The second row are sugges-
tions based on what you have mentioned. It 
would be good to know if you have de-
cided on  
colours/bridesmaids dresses etc. I think 
that the introduction of some silver in there 
would really work.



Place Settings & Table Dressing

Using chalkboards or chalkboard painted card to create placemats- these can be used to write the
guests meal choice on or for their name. The children can have some chalks by their place to draw

Notes

Menus can be printed onto kraft 
bags and used to store bread 
portions or a favour.

What do you think about pale grey table linen? It would really compliment the venues chairs
and colour pallette



Table Plan, Favours & Extras
A rustic tree table plan- kraft 
paper, cardboard and printed or
fake flowers

Notes

Confetti cones made out
of old maps and tied with
ribbon

Fake birds as favours & decor

Fake birds as favours & 
decor

Old books as table plan & favours

Love this nest as a ring holder Cute Bird seed favours

Concept:
I am really loving the 
idea of working with the 
birds as a main theme 
here. It brings together 
the moss, recycled  
paper, rustic style and 
romance really well. 
Let me know what you 
think as could really go 
to town with this, includ-
ing a lovely tree branch-
es tableplan etc!



Centrepieces

Old books, opened with
table numbers and 
quotes/lyrics/names on them

Moss table numbers.... 
>>I have some wooden 
hearts that would look great  
covered in moss for something 
new

Stacks of old books, moss 
and flowers

Globes as centrepieces
Old books cut into numbers
or letters as decoration

Notes

Jars sprayed silver or Pewter
would be a cheap & effective
way to add some metallics to the 
table

Concept:
For the floral centrepieces, I have this idea of making globes, cov-
ered in flowers. We would source the bases and then work with 
Kim to create them. They would be something completely unique. 
Let me know if you would like me to make one so that we can see 
what it is like.



Stationery
Invitations designed to look like books

Rustic bird invitations

Bolder, more graphic illustration- need to
be sure on your colours really

Stationery printed to look 
like chalboards- add floral 
design in your wedding 
colours

Scratch off black paint to 
reveal the wedding date
on save the dates

Notes

LOVE the idea of sending feather as save 
the date, simple, effective hint to the day

Consider water colour paper features 
as lovely, soft and romantic



Installations

Displays of old trunks, with post-
cards and a direction signpost

How about getting a blackboard backdrop made for 
a welcome at the entrance and GREAT for 
photographs!

An old rusty bike by the entrance
with blackboard painted signs and 
covered with flowers

A nice old console table with typewriter,
vintage trunk and guestbook sign and
book

Notes



Dressing
Do you want paper lanterns in your wedding
colours in and around the marquee for 
decoration?

Do you want paper pompoms as decoration?

Do you want to use bunting for the marquee
decoration?

Notes

Info:
If you could give me some 
idea of the general sort of 
dressing that you would like 
in the marquee ie: pompoms, 
inside greenery draping, light-
ing, bunting etc.
It would be nice to tie it in with 
the overall ‘theme’. I don’t 
think lighting will be required 
that much as it is an open 
marquee and will be light for 
the duration but perhaps some 
atmospheric lights/candles 
might be nice



Cake- (French Made) Blackboard 3 tier cake with 
decorative script writing

Adding different textures
with the tiers

You have decided on how you 
are going to have your cake. 
We just need to have a think 
about where it is going to sit 
and what on- the surrounding 
display

Cute little birds on the cake
with a gold crown on- 
would look great in teal

Consider making one of the tiers either sil-
ver leaf or pale grey to close the contrast 
between the white and the chalk
board layers



Lighting

Hanging glass orb tealight holders

Festoon lights for hanging in the marquee and/
or around the patio create a lovely low 
atmospheric lighting- we have these

Notes

lanterns and tealights dotted 
around the patio

I have included this as there is that lovely 
chandelier on the patio for the ceremony




